Shale energy revolution
The world’s recoverable oil and natural gas reserves have increased dramatically in just a few years. Trapped
deep underground in layers covering huge areas, shale reserves have only recently become accessible.
The combination of two techniques, horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, makes it possible to extract
these precious natural resources economically. The United States, a pioneer in this area, has experienced
a shale-gas revolution over the last five years. High-strength molybdenum steels are needed to drill the wells
and extract the oil and gas.
Around the world, the cost and supply
security of fossil fuels is a great concern.
However, the United States is initiating
a revolution in fossil energy production
by extracting oil and gas from shale rock
with horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing, or ‘fracking,’ techniques. As
recently as 2008, there were serious
concerns about dwindling U. S. domestic
oil and gas production and growing
dependence on foreign oil and gas. This
has completely changed with the rapid
increase in production of these fuels
from shale.

The immediate impact
The U.S. Energy Information Agency
(USEIA) shows that the U. S. produced
36 billion cubic meters of shale gas
in 2007. That number had risen to
151 billion cubic meters in 2010 and
272 billion cubic meters in 2012. As a
result, shale gas now accounts for over
40% of U. S. natural gas production,
up from 10% in 2008.
The unprecedented volume of shale gas
has kept gas prices low and encouraged
industry to switch from coal to gas.
This shift, combined with other factors,
produced a dramatic decrease in U.S.
CO2 emissions of 12% since 2005. An
analysis by The Yale Forum on Climate
Change and the Media estimates that
half of the decrease is attributable to
natural gas conversions. A major factor is
electric power plants, the largest source
of atmospheric carbon. Gas-ﬁred plants
emit only about 40% of the CO2 emitted
by coal-ﬁred plants per kWh of electricity
produced.

Energy for years to come
The U.S. has a number of active shale
plays containing thousands of producing
wells, including the Bakken in North
Dakota, the Barnett and Eagle Ford Shales
in Texas and the Marcellus Shale across
sizeable portions of Pennsylvania, New
York, Ohio, and West Virginia. However,
shale oil and gas is not limited to the
United States. A few hundred shale
formations exist around the world and
other countries are moving to exploit them
as well. Poland and China have drilled
and fracked their ﬁrst few wells. The
United Kingdom moved to lift its bans on
shale gas exploration in 2012, and
Germany followed suit this year. Shale gas
production is expected to help reduce

the European Union’s dependence on
energy imports, which account for over
ﬁfty percent of consumption.

The Marcellus Shale
Interestingly, the formation with the
largest reserves in the United States,
the Marcellus Shale, is in the region
where the famous ‘Drake Oil Well’ kicked
off the world’s oil energy economy
150 years ago. Though wells existed in
the Marcellus before the year 2000, their
yields tended to be unimpressive. In
2003, one pioneering company found
substantial returns using horizontal
drilling and fracking, which drew attention
to the Marcellus. A 2008 Pennsylvania
State University study increased
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Fracking of a gas well in the Eagle
Ford Shale formation. The trucks with
the fracking pumps are lined up to
pump fracking fluid at high pressure
into the shale. © Jim Blecha
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previous estimates of the Marcellus gas
reserves signiﬁcantly, further heightening
interest in the formation. A ‘conservative
estimate’ placed the total amount
of recoverable gas at a staggering
4.7 trillion cubic meters. For comparison,
the U.S. consumption of natural gas in
2012 was a little over 700 billion cubic
meters, about 20 to 25% of the world’s
consumption. In a drive to tap these
resources, several thousand wells have
been drilled in the Marcellus Shale under
Pennsylvania alone, and intense activity
proceeds throughout the Marcellus and
in other plays in the U.S.

The fracking process
Conventional deposits are pools of oil or
gas collected in an underground reservoir
and sealed by layers of impermeable
rock. The producer has to determine the
exact location of a reservoir and drill
directly into it. In contrast, shale deposits
are not discreet underground pools.
The fuel is dispersed in pores and
ﬁssures throughout vast layers of very
low-permeability shale rock. It is easier
to strike oil or gas, because the layers
are vast, but a conventional vertical well
does not yield much production. Only
the small amount of oil and gas stored
immediately around the bottom of the
well can ﬂow out of the rock.
The breakthrough for shale gas production
came with combining horizontal drilling
and fracking. Horizontal drilling inside
the deposit dramatically increases the
surface area between the well and the
gas-containing rock, enabling much more
gas to be collected than with a vertical
well. First, operators drill straight down to
depths of up to 3,000 meters, to a point
just above the deposit. They then turn
the drill gradually and bore horizontally
in the deposit for as much as another
3,000 meters. The top of the vertical well
is lined with three or four steel casings,
each embedded in cement to separate the
extraction process from the surrounding
rock. The number of casings is reduced
with increasing depth, until there is only
the production casing, which starts at the
surface and reaches to the end of the
horizontal well.
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Two rigs drilling horizontal oil and gas wells in the
Bakken Shale formation. © Jim Blecha

The horizontal part of the production
casing is then pierced with a perforating
gun. The holes in the casing allow the
fracking ﬂuid to ﬂow out to fracture the
deposit, and later, during the production
stage, for the gas from the deposit to
be collected in the well. During fracking,
the ﬂuid, a mixture of around 90% water,
9.5% proppant (sand and ceramic
particles) and a remainder of chemicals,
is pumped into the well at pressures
up to 550 bar. This pressure opens the
ﬁssures, fractures the shale rock and
forces the proppant into the cracks.
Proppant is needed to keep the cracks
open after the hydraulic pressure is
released so that the fuel can ﬂow out of
the rock, into the well, and up to the
surface.

Molybdenum’s role in OCTG
The rapid development of the Marcellus
and other plays has created a boom
in demand for oil country tubular goods
(OCTG), steel pipe specially tailored

for oil and gas applications. Between
2002 and 2012, U. S. annual OCTG
consumption rose from 1.5 million to
5.8 million tonnes. Driven by this increase
in demand, North American OCTG
annual production capacity grew by about
1.85 million tonnes.
The drill pipe, which drives the drill bit,
must withstand large stresses because of
its own weight and the friction created
when drilling kilometer-deep holes. The
well casing lines the well and contains
the gas and ﬂuids. It must resist high
pressures and thermal stresses from the
fracking ﬂuid. Pipe designers must select
steel grades and sizes to withstand these
conditions.
Producers and users rely on three
speciﬁcations for material selection: The
American Petroleum Institute (API)
specifications API 5 DP and API 5CT
are used for drill pipe and casing,
respectively. The National Association of
Corrosion Engineers (NACE) standard ›
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NACE MRO 175 is used for material
selection when hydrogen sulfide is
present. The API specifications focus
primarily on strength and toughness,
leaving some alloying details to the
producer. However, molybdenum is
essential in most of the stronger steels
and is explicitly speciﬁed in API 5CT for
the grades in the table. Even in the grades
where molybdenum is not required
according to the speciﬁcation, it is often
added to help achieve the required
mechanical properties with the available
processing route. For example, according
to a major U.S. drilling product supplier,
the majority of shale drill pipe is grade
S135 with 0.27% Mo.
Higher-strength grades require precise
thermo-mechanical processing (TMP) to
create the required properties. One of the
key advantages of molybdenum in these
high performance OCTGs is that it widens
the process window for successful TMP.
Furthermore, molybdenum
alloying provides the following beneﬁts:
• Excellent hardenability (ability to
strengthen thick sections by heat
treating or TMP) without reducing
sulﬁde stress cracking resistance,
• Good tempering resistance, ensuring
high strength and good toughness,
• Resistance to hydrogen damage, and
• Minimal segregation of impurities
(e.g. phosphorous) that promote brittle
fracture.

Select casing steels with their strength and chemical composition in weight percent
(according to API 5CT and ISO 11960)
Grade

Yield strength
min.- MPa (ksi)

C
max.

Mn
range/max.

Cr
range/max.

Ni
max.

Mo
range/max.

L80

550 (80)

0.15

0.30–0.60

8.0–10.0

0.50

0.90–1.10

C90

620 (90)

0.35

1.20

1.50

0.99

0.25–0.85

T95

655 (95)

0.35

1.20

1.50

0.99

0.25–0.85

Q125

860 (125)

0.35

1.35

1.50

0.99

0.85

In addition to drill and casing pipe there
are pipe couplings, wellhead equipment,
and line pipe required to support increased
drilling, further adding to the volume
of steel required. Analysts expect steady
growth going forward which is welcome
news for a market segment in the
U. S. that had suffered due to dwindling
economically exploitable reserves.

Balancing risks and rewards
Though abundant supply of low cost
domestic fuel and reducing the dependence on foreign sources are clear
advantages, the technology is not without
controversy. Many groups are studying
the potential long-term health and
environmental effects to better deﬁne its
risks. Environmental issues being studied
include water consumption, water-table
contamination, and the handling and

Drill pipes of 9.4 meters in length are attached to each other with threaded
connections to build up a kilometer long drill string. © istockphoto.com/wpohldesign
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disposal of process waste. The possible
risk that fracking may trigger earthquakes and that shale wells may release
methane, a strong greenhouse gas,
are also being studied. Land clearance
issues and increased heavy goods vehicle
traffic on rural roads have also been
highlighted by opponents of fracking.
On the other hand, the availability of
low-cost natural gas has also contributed
to some important health and environmental beneﬁts. U.S. power plants have
already replaced a signiﬁcant amount of
dirtier-burning coal with natural gas.
Since 2005 the energy produced from
coal has dropped from 50% to about
40% resulting in a meaningful reduction
in air pollution, including particulates that
can cause illnesses, sulfur dioxide
responsible for acid rain and carbon
dioxide, associated with climate change.
As noted earlier, it is estimated that
nearly half of the reduction in U. S. CO2
emissions since 2005 has come from
coal/gas conversions. This trend is
expected to continue, as operators
reported last year that they are planning
to retire 27 gigawatts of capacity from
175 coal-fired generators by 2016.
Molybdenum-containing oil country
tubular goods have been used for oil and
gas production in the U.S. for decades,
though demand had decreased with
falling conventional production. This new
energy source looks set to play an
important role in meeting the U.S.’s and
the world’s future energy needs, and it is
ushering in a revival of the steel industry
supplying these high-performance alloys.
(Douglas Kulchar, Hardy Mohrbacher)
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